
LED  19*15W  (4IN1-RGBW)  dyed  focus  moving  head  light

manual

(Please  read  the  instructions  carefully  before  using  the  product  and  take  care  of  it  properly)



Strictly  follow  the  operating  steps  in  the  instructions.  At  the  same  time,  please  keep  this  manual  in  a  safe  place.

With  fast  rotation,  low  noise  and  powerful  functions,  it  is  suitable  for  small  and  medium-sized  concerts,  theaters,  studios,  nightclubs  and  bars,  etc.

Please  check  this  product-grade  power  cord  frequently.  Make  sure  the  power  cord  is  not  folded,  damaged  or  scratched,  and  it  is  not  connected  to  other  wires!  in  connection

It  is  designed  and  produced  in  accordance  with  CE  standards.  It  complies  with  the  international  standard  DMX512  signal  protocol.  It  can  be  controlled  independently  or  online.  It  has

If  the  product  has  been  exposed  to  an  extremely  unstable  temperature  environment  (such  as  after  transportation),  please  do  not  connect  the  product  to  the  power  supply  immediately,  because  due  to  temperature  changes

Whether  the  product  is  damaged  during  transportation,  and  check  whether  the  following  contents  are  complete.

Before  using  the  product,  please  be  familiar  with  the  operation  function  of  the  product.  Please  do  not  let  children  or  non-professionals  touch  the  product.  Please  don't  shake  this  product

This  product  uses  bright  and  stable  LED  19*15W  (4IN1-RGB  W)  lamp  beads.  Please  unpack  carefully  and  check  the

Important:  Damage  caused  by  failure  to  follow  these  instructions  is  not  covered  by  the  warranty.  The  supplier  is  not  responsible  for  product  problems  arising  therefrom.

Quick  lock  --------  2  pcs

Read  the  instruction  manual  carefully  before  installing  and  using  this  product.  This  manual  contains  important  installation  and  application  information,  please  be  careful  when  installing  and  operating  the  product

Power  cord  --------  1  piece

This  product  can  be  used  within  the  voltage  range  of  90-240V,  and  it  is  a  product  for  indoor  use.  Please  ensure  that  the  ground  voltage  used  is  not  higher  than  the  range  that  the  product  can  withstand

Washing  lamp  --------  1  set

Thank  you  for  choosing  to  use  our  LED  19*15W  (4IN1-RGB  W)  focusing  wash  moving  head  light.  For  correct  and  safe  use  of  this  product,  please

Water  droplets  from  melting  may  damage  the  product.  Please  use  it  after  the  product  returns  to  normal  temperature.

Special  attention  should  be  paid  to  the  power  cord  or  related  wiring.  Be  sure  to  unplug  the  product  when  not  in  use  or  before  cleaning.

Our  LED  19*15W  (4IN1-RGB  W)  focusing  dyed  moving  head  light  uses  a  new  and  beautiful  high  temperature  resistant  metal  body.  This  product  is  strictly

Signal  line  --------1  piece

Wai! !  The  power  plug  must  be  inserted  into  a  well-protected  class  I  socket.  The  green  or  teal  conductor  must  be  grounded.

Manual  --------1

This  product  is  a  complete  product  before  leaving  the  factory.  To  maintain  the  product  in  good  condition  and  ensure  safe  operation,  users  should  follow  safety

matters  and  warnings  in  this  manual.



The  product  is  not  equipped  with  related  maintenance  parts.  The  maintenance  and  repair  of  the  product  can  only  be  carried  out  by  professionals!

2:  The  number  of  basic  channels  of  the  controller

It  may  cause  short  circuit,  burn  or  electric  shock,  etc.

1:  The  initial  address  code  value  of  the  first  lamp  is  A001.

Use  a  double-core  shielded  cable.  When  connecting,  each  lamp  is  connected  through  the  DMX  signal  jack  (cannon  seat)  INPUT  (input)  and  OUTPUT  (output)  on  the  lamp.

3:  Note:  When  using  any  controller,  each  lamp  must  have  its  own  initial  address  code,  if  the  initial  address  code  of  the  first  lamp

This  lamp  uses  the  DMX512  signal  control  mode,  and  the  control  signals  of  each  lamp  are  connected  in  parallel.  When  connecting  multiple  lamp  signals,  it  is  best  to  use

,  should  be  greater  than  or  equal  to  the  total  number  of  channels  used  by  the  lamp.

No.  terminator.  It  can  avoid  the  destruction  of  the  control  signal  due  to  electrical  noise.  The  DMX  signal  terminator  is  between  pin  2  and  pin  3  of  an  XLR  plug

cause.

Connect  a  120  ohm  1W  resistor  and  connect  it  to  the  OUTPUT  jack  of  the  last  light  fixture.

The  code  is  set  to  A037;  and  so  on,  (this  setting  method  also  needs  to  be  determined  according  to  different  consoles)

Line-to-phase  connection,  the  3-pin  XLR  plug  terminals  of  the  signal  line  connected  to  the  lamp  must  correspond  to  each  other.  When  connecting  the  signal  of  the  lamp,  it  is  recommended  to  use  DMX  signal

Taste.  Do  not  use  brute  force  when  installing  or  operating  the  product.  Do  not  let  unprofessionals  operate  the  product.  Most  of  the  damage  was  due  to  unprofessional  handling

The  address  code  is  set  to  A001,  and  the  channel  number  of  lamps  is  16CH;  then  the  starting  address  code  of  the  second  lamp  is  set  to  A019;  the  starting  address  of  the  third  lamp  is

Please  do  not  modify  the  product  without  authorization,  otherwise  the  product  may  be  damaged,  and  the  damage  caused  by  this  is  not  covered  by  the  warranty.  Moreover,  unprofessional  handling  can

The  starting  address  code  of  the  current  lamp  is  equal  to  (the  starting  address  code  of  the  previous  lamp)  +  (the  number  of  channels  of  the  lamp)  Explanation:

Calculation  method  of  starting  address  code  of  lamps:

Connection  of  DMX512  signal:

Detailed  explanation  of  LCD  display  window:



Mode  selection,  the  working  modes  are  "DMX512",  "Auto",  "Sound"  in  turn,  after  selecting  the  working  mode,  press  "Enter"  to  save  and  exit.

This  light  has  only  one  channel  mode:  14  channels.

Auto:   

This  option  is  used  to  set  the  working  mode  of  the  lamp  body,  press  the  "Enter"  key  to  enter  the  setting,  press  the  "UP"  key  or  "DOWN"  key  to  work

Sound:  Voice-activated  self-propelled  mode;

This  option  is  to  reverse  the  direction  of  the  X-axis,  press  the  "Enter"  key  to  enter  the  setting,  press  the  "UP"  or  "DOWN"  key  to  set  the  direction  of  the  X-axis

Then  press  the  "DOWN"  key  to  increase  the  address  number.  After  selecting  the  address,  press  "Enter"  to  save  and  exit.

This  option  is  used  to  set  the  DMX  communication  address,  press  the  "Enter"  key  to  enter  the  setting,  press  the  "UP"  key  to  decrement  the  address  number,  vice  versa

Self-propelled  mode;

DMX512:  console  operation  mode;

Whether  to  reverse  the  selection,  select  "Yes"  to  indicate  that  the  X  axis  is  reversed,  select  "NO"  to  indicate  that  the  X  axis  is  not  reversed,  and  press  "Enter"  to  save  and  exit  after  selecting  the  direction.

This  option  is  to  reverse  the  direction  of  the  Y  axis,  press  the  "Enter"  key  to  enter  the  setting,  press  the  "UP"  key  or  "DOWN"  key  to  set  the  X/Y  direction

3.  Chanel  Mode  

4.  Invert  Pan  (X-axis  reverse  setting)

1.  Run  Mode  Set  (operation  mode  selection)

5.  Invert  Tilt  (Y-axis  reverse  setting)

2.  DMX  Address  

ÿ  Display  menu  description



This  option  is  to  fine-tune  the  initial  position  of  the  X-axis.  Press  the  "Enter"  key  to  enter  the  setting,  and  press  the  "UP"  or  "DOWN"  key  to  enter  the  initial  position.

This  option  is  the  red  LED  white  balance  setting,  press  the  "Enter"  key  to  enter  the  setting,  press  the  "UP"  key  or  "DOWN"  key  to  adjust  the  red  brightness

Adjust  the  initial  position,  and  press  "Enter"  to  save  and  exit  after  confirming  the  initial  position.

Adjust,  the  range  is  100~255,  after  confirming  the  brightness  of  the  color,  press  "Enter"  to  save  and  exit.

This  option  is  the  blue  LED  white  balance  setting,  press  the  "Enter"  key  to  enter  the  setting,  press  the  "UP"  key  or  "DOWN"  key  to  adjust  the  blue  brightness

Adjust,  the  range  is  100~255,  after  confirming  the  brightness  of  the  color,  press  "Enter"  to  save  and  exit.

This  option  is  to  fine-tune  the  initial  position  of  the  Y-axis.  Press  the  "Enter"  key  to  enter  the  setting,  and  press  the  "UP"  or  "DOWN"  key  to  enter  the  initial  position.

This  option  is  the  green  LED  white  balance  setting,  press  the  "Enter"  key  to  enter  the  setting,  press  the  "UP"  key  or  "DOWN"  key  to  adjust  the  green  brightness

out.

This  option  is  to  fine-tune  the  initial  position  of  the  Z  axis.  Press  the  "Enter"  key  to  enter  the  setting,  and  press  the  "UP"  or  "DOWN"  key  to  enter  the  initial  position.

Adjust  the  initial  position,  and  press  "Enter"  to  save  and  exit  after  confirming  the  initial  position.

Adjust  the  initial  position,  and  press  "Enter"  to  save  and  exit  after  confirming  the  initial  position.

Choose  whether  the  axis  is  reversed.  Select  "Yes"  to  indicate  that  the  Y  axis  is  reversed.  Select  "NO"  to  indicate  that  the  Y  axis  is  not  reversed.  After  selecting  the  direction,  press  "Enter"  to  save  and  exit.

Adjust,  the  range  is  100~255,  after  confirming  the  brightness  of  the  color,  press  "Enter"  to  save  and  exit.

6.  Pan  Adjust  (X-axis  fine-tuning)

7.  Tilt  Adjust  (Y-axis  fine-tuning)

11.  Balance-B  

10.  Balance-G  

12.  Balance-W  

8.  Focus  Adjust  (Z-axis  fine-tuning)

9.  Balance-R  



Lamp  bead:  LED  19*15W  (4IN1-RGBW)

Vertical  scan:  270  degrees

Frequency:  50-60Hz

Horizontal  scan:  540  degrees

Power:  350W

Control  mode:  DMX/master-slave/voice  control

Voltage:  AC90-240v

Display:  LCD/English  WQERFWSFRF

Channel:  16CH/24CH

Strobe:  1-25  times/second  or  random

This  option  is  to  set  the  LCD  backlight,  press  the  "Enter"  key  to  enter  the  setting,  press  the  "UP"  or  "DOWN"  key  to  switch  the  LCD  backlight,  select  "NO"  means  the  LCD  

backlight  is  always  on,  no  Shut  down,  select  "30s"  means  that  there  is  no  key  operation  for  30  seconds,  then  it  will  be  shut  down,  and  it  will  be  turned  on  again  when  there  is  a  key  

operation.  After  selecting  the  settings,  press  "Enter"  to  save  and  exit.

Bit  operation,  press  "ENTER"  to  confirm  and  exit.

This  option  is  the  reset  option  of  the  lamp  body,  press  the  "Enter"  key  to  enter  the  setting,  press  the  "UP"  key  or  "DOWN"  key  to  choose  whether  to  reset

Set  the  sensitivity,  the  range  is  0~100%,  press  "ENTER"  to  confirm,  save  and  exit.

Adjust,  the  range  is  100~255,  after  confirming  the  brightness  of  the  color,  press  "Enter"  to  save  and  exit.

You  can  choose  whether  to  restore  the  factory  settings,  all  parameters  will  be  restored  to  the  factory  settings,  press  "ENTER"  to  confirm  and  exit.

This  option  is  to  set  the  voice  control  sensitivity,  press  the  "Enter"  key  to  enter  the  setting,  press  the  "UP"  key  or  "DOWN"  key  to  set  the  voice  control  sensitivity

This  option  is  white  LED  white  balance  setting,  press  the  "Enter"  key  to  enter  the  setting,  press  the  "UP"  key  or  "DOWN"  key  to  adjust  the  white  brightness

This  option  is  to  choose  whether  to  restore  the  factory  settings  of  the  lamp  body,  press  the  "Enter"  key  to  enter  the  setting,  press  the  "UP"  key  or  "DOWN"  key

13.  Backlight  

14.  Sound  Sense  

Product  parameter  introduction:

16.  Resetÿ  

15.  Factory  Default?  



0-255   

15   

6   

75-99  built-in  effects  4

0-255  Green  dimming  from  dark  to  brightG  Dimming

Lighting  effect  speed  0-255  from  fast  to  slow

0-255  Linear  dimming  from  dark  to  bright

Y-axis  fine-tuning

13   

3   

5-24  Built-in  Effect  1

16bit  adjustable

0-250  no  function

strobe

focusing

175-199  built-in  effects  8

10   

16bit  adjustable

reset

100-124  built-in  effects  5

7   

B  Dimming

0-155  DMX512  

0-3  no  function

8   

200-224  built-in  effects  9

0-255  0-100%  linear  focus

251-255  lamp  body  reset,  valid  for  3s.

X-axis

0-255  blue  dimming  from  dark  to  bright11   

W  Dimming

4-255  Synchronous  strobe  speed  from  slow  to  fast  (1HZ~25HZ)

125-149  built-in  effects  6

XY  speed

156-199  self-propelled

4   

25-49  Built-in  Effect  2

0-255  0-270  degree

14   

12   

225-255  built-in  effects  10

total  dimming

R  Dimming

16   

0-255   

1   

0-255  white  dimming  from  dark  to  bright

0-255  0-540  degrees

0-255  Red  dimming  from  dark  to  bright9   

200-255  lamp  body  sound  control

macro  function

5   

Y  axis

50-74  built-in  effects  3

0-4  no  function

2   X-axis  fine-tuning

Lighting  effect  display

150-174  built-in  effects  7

0-255  speed  from  fast  to  slow

16CH  DMX512  channel  table:

describe16  channels Function  DMX  value



3   

G3  Dimming

0-155  DMX512  

0-255  zone  2  green  dimming  from  dark  to  bright

strobe

9   

macro  function23   

7   

0-24  built-in  effect  1

0-255  0-100%  linear  focus

0-255  0-270  degrees

13   

10   

B2  Dimming

200-224  built-in  effects  9

0-255  Zone  1  blue  dimming  from  dark  to  bright

16bit  adjustable

100-124  built-in  effects  5

4   

XY  speed

0-255  Zone  3  Green  dimming  from  dark  to  bright

B1  Dimming

Y-axis  fine-tuning

17   

156-199  self-propelled

B3  Dimming

0-255  Zone  2  blue  dimming  from  dark  to  bright

1   

Lighting  effect  display

14   

8   

25-49  Built-in  Effect  2

total  dimming

5   

0-255  Zone  3  blue  dimming  from  dark  to  bright

0-255  speed  from  fast  to  slow

11   

125-149  built-in  effects  6

X-axis

4-255  Synchronous  strobe  speed  from  slow  to  fast  (1HZ~25HZ)

W1  Dimming

15   

18   

R1  Dimming

0-255  Linear  dimming  from  dark  to  bright

0-255  Zone  2  white  dimming  from  dark  to  bright

16bit  adjustable

50-74  built-in  effects  3

225-255  built-in  effects  10

0-255  Zone  1  white  dimming  from  dark  to  bright

0-255   

W2  Dimming

21   

R2  Dimming

19   

0-255  Zone  3  white  dimming  from  dark  to  bright

focusing6   

12   

200-255  lamp  body  sound  control

W3  Dimming

2   

150-174  built-in  effects  7

0-255  Zone  1  red  dimming  from  dark  to  bright

0-255  0-540  degrees

0-3  no  function

16   

G1  Dimming

75-99  built-in  effects  4

R3  Dimming

Lighting  effect  speed  0-255  from  fast  to  slow

Y  axis

0-255  Zone  2  red  dimming  from  dark  to  bright

0-255  zone  1  green  dimming  from  dark  to  bright

175-199  built-in  effects  8

X-axis  fine-tuning

G2  Dimming

22   

20   

0-255  Zone  3  red  dimming  from  dark  to  bright

0-255   

24CH  DMX512  channel  table:

24  channels Function  DMX  value describe



Note:  For  the  sake  of  safety,  please  hang  and  install  this  product  away  from  aisles,  seating  areas,  or  areas  within  human  reach.  Before  hanging  this  product,  please  make  sure  that  

the  installation  point  can  bear  10  times  the  weight  of  this  product.  Product  installation  must  have  a  double  protection  device,  such  as  a  safety  rope.  When  hanging,  dismantling  or  repairing  

this  product,  it  is  forbidden  to  stand  under  the  installation  point.  Please  ensure  that  this  product  should  be  installed  at  least  0.5  meters  away  from  flammable  materials.  Please  remember  to  

use  the  safety  rope  as  a  safety  guarantee  to  prevent  accidents  when  the  lock  is  loosened  quickly.

Top  hanging  requires  experienced  installers,  including  calculation  of  load-bearing  requirements,  installation  materials  used,  periodic  inspection  of  installation  materials  and  product  

safety  conditions.  If  you  lack  this  knowledge,  please  do  not  attempt  to  install  it  yourself.  Improper  operation  may  result  in  serious  consequences  such  as  personal  injury.  Before  the  product  is  

powered  on,  please  make  sure  to  complete  all  the  required  hanging  and  installation  steps.

reset

No  matter  which  suspension  you  choose,  remember  to  always  use  a  safety  rope.  There  is  a  special  safety  rope  hanging  point  at  the  bottom  of  the  product,  please  refer  to  the  above  picture,  and  please  remember  to  use  the  special

251-255  lamp  body  reset,  valid  for  3s.

24   

The  provided  safety  rope  hanging  point,  must  not  install  the  safety  rope  at  the  handle  position.

0-250  no  function

Quick  lock  hanging:  There  

are  specially  designed  professional  hanging  parts  at  the  bottom  of  this  product,  including  quick  locking  hanging  parts  and  safety  rope  hanging  points  (please  refer  to  

the  picture  below).  When  hanging  this  product  on  a  truss,  please  remember  to  use  a  suitable  quick  lock,  fix  it  to  the  position  of  the  product's  quick  lock  hanger,  and  use  M10  

screws  to  hang  it  up.  To  further  ensure  safety,  please  install  the  safety  rope  on  the  safety  rope  hanging  point  at  the  bottom  of  the  product  and  fix  it  on  the  truss.

Lifting  Point:

Product  hanging  and  installation:



After-sales  service

DMX-512  control  connections:  

Shutdown  operation:  Before  each  shutdown,  turn  off  the  bulb  for  10  minutes  in  advance.  Let  the  heat  dissipation  fan  quickly  dissipate  the  heat  generated  in  the  lamp  when  it  is  used.

2.  If  the  product  breaks  down  and  needs  to  be  repaired,  please  show  the  product  warranty  card  and  fill  in  the  relevant  content  truthfully.  At  the  same  time,  we  also  hope  that  the  customer  will  report  the  product  in  time

Use  a  clean  soft  cloth  to  clean,  and  use  a  vacuum  cleaner  to  clean  the  inside  of  the  lamp  at  least  once  every  six  months.

port.  You  can  connect  multiple  products  in  series,  the  signal  line  needs  to  be  three-core,  shielded,  with  XLR  input  and  output  heads.  Please  refer  to  the  picture  below.

1.  The  company  provides  technical  consultation  for  customers  throughout  its  life.

Cleaning  will  not  only  maintain  the  maximum  brightness  output,  but  also  prolong  the  service  life  of  the  lamps.  It  is  recommended  to  use  high-quality  glass  cleaners  and  cleaning

Please  insert  the  male  end  of  the  XLR  signal  cable  equipped  with  this  product  into  the  signal  output  port  of  the  controller,  and  the  female  end  into  the  signal  input  port  on  the  rear  panel  of  the  product.

Attention!  When  the  lamps  leave  the  factory,  they  have  passed  strict  quality  inspection  and  the  packaging  is  in  good  condition.  Please  operate  according  to  the  instruction  manual.

It  is  very  important  to  keep  the  lamps  clean  and  clean  before  turning  on  the  lamps  for  maintenance  or  maintenance  work.  Please  check  regularly

This  can  prolong  the  life  of  the  accessories  in  the  lamp,  especially  the  bulb!  To  ensure  stable  operation  of  the  luminaire,  it  should  be  kept  clean,  disassembled

Machine  failure  is  not  covered  by  the  warranty.

Feedback  to  us  so  that  we  can  improve  the  product  as  soon  as  possible.


